Abstract. Motivated by parallel optimization, we experiment EDA-like adaptation-rules in the case of λ large. The rule we use, essentially based on estimation of multivariate normal algorithm, is (i) compliant with all families of distributions for which a density estimation algorithm exists (ii) simple (iii) parameter-free (iv) better than current rules in this framework of λ large. The speed-up as a function of λ is consistent with theoretical bounds.
Introduction
Evolution Strategies (ES [16] ) are a robust optimization tool, known for its robustness (in particular in front of local minima) and simplicity. It is also known as suitable for parallel optimization, because it is population-based. However, it has been pointed out recently in [4] that usual step-size adaptation rules were far from being efficient for λ large, e.g. λ = 4N 2 where λ is the population size and N is the dimension of the search space.
The case of λ = 4N 2 as in [4] or λ >> 4N 2 is not purely theoretical. In our recent applications, we usually optimized on a cluster of 368 cores, and we recently organized an optimization on several clusters of a few hundreds cores on each cluster. With λ = 2000 cores, N = 22 satisfies λ = 4N
2 . Moreover, in many cases we have to launch several jobs simultaneously (more than the number of cores) in order to save up scheduling time, leading to λ much larger than the number of cores, and in robust optimization N ≤ 50 is far from being trivial.
In this paper, we: (i) describe the main step-size adaptation rules in the literature (section 2); (ii) experiment step-size adaptation rules for various values of λ (section 3); (iii) discuss the results in section 4.
In all the paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with standard notations around ES (see e.g. [16, 2] for more information) and we consider (µ/µ, λ)-algorithms, i.e.: (i) at each iteration of the algorithm, λ points are generated according to some (usually but not necessarily) Gaussian distribution; (ii) the fitness values of these λ points are computed; (iii) then, the µ best points according to the fitness function are selected; averages are then w.r.t this subsample of the µ best points. All averages here are unweighted averages, but methods used in this paper can be applied in weighted cases. N (0, Id) and related notations inria-00369781, version 1 -21 Mar 2009 Author manuscript, published in "EvoNum (evostar workshop) EvoNum (2009)" (e.g. N i (0, Id)) denote standard multivariate Gaussian random variables with identity covariance matrix.
Methods
A central issue in ES is the adaptation of the distribution (step-size and beyond). The one-fifth rule has been successfully introduced in [16] for this, and several other rules have been proposed later in the literature; some main rules are detailed in the rest of this section.
In this paper, we are considering minimization problems.
Cumulative
Step-size Adaptation (CSA)
Cumulative step-size adaptation has been proposed in [9] ; essentially, this method compares the path followed by the algorithm to the path followed under random selection: if the followed path is larger, then the step size should increase. The detailed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Cumulative step-size adaptation.
Initialize σ ∈ R, y ∈ R N . while halting criterion not fulfilled do
A main weakness of this formula is its moderate efficiency, for λ large, as pointed out in [4] . [4] therefore proposes mutative self-adaptation in order to improve the convergence rate as a function of λ; this mutative self-adaptation is presented below.
Mutative Self-Adaptation (SA)
Mutative self-adaptation has been proposed in [16] and [19] , and extended in [4] for improving the convergence rate for λ large. The algorithm is simple and provides the state of the art results for λ large; it is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Mutative self-adaptation. τ is equal to 1/ √ N ; other variants have been tested (e.g. 1/ √ 2N which is sometimes found in papers) without improvement in our case of λ large.
Initialize σ avg ∈ R, y ∈ R N . while Halting criterion not fulfilled do
Statistical
Step-size Adaptation (SSA)
We here propose simple step-size adaptation rules, inspired by Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDA), e.g. UMDA [14] , Compact Genetic Algorithm [10] , Population-Based Incremental Learning [1] , Relative Entropy [13] , CrossEntropy [5] and Estimation of Multivariate Normal Algorithms (EMNA) [11] (our main inspiration), which combine (i) the current distribution (possibly), (ii) statistical properties of selected points, into a new distribution. We show in this paper that forgetting the old estimate and only using the new points is a good idea in the case of λ large; in particular, premature convergence as pointed out in [20, 7, 12, 15] does not occur if λ >> 1 points are distributed on the search space with non-degenerated variance, and troubles around variance estimates for small sample size as in [6] are by definition not relevant for us. Its advantages are as follows for λ large: (i) it's very simple and parameter free; the reduced number of parameters is an advantage of mutative self adaptation in front of cumulative step-size adaptation, but we show here that yet fewer parameters (0!) is possible and leads to better results, thanks to EMNA-like algorithms; (ii) we use it here in the case of a Gaussian, but it could easily be used also for any density estimation technique e.g. sums of Gaussians (i.e. no problem with multimodal distributions); (iii) it could easily be used for discrete spaces also. The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3 for estimating only one step-size, but a straightforward extension is one step-size per axis or even a full covariance matrix (see section 3.3).
Algorithm 3 SSA. This is close to EMNA; we divide by µ×N in the adaptation rule (eq. defining σ) because the sum is over µ × N deviations (one per selected individual and per axis), and we add a trick against premature convergence. The constant K is here ∞ as this work is not devoted to premature convergence; however, we verified that the same convergence rates as those presented in this paper can be recovered with this more robust version.
else σ = 2σ /** this avoids premature convergence in case of σ poorly chosen**/ end if y = y + z avg end while adaptation, but [17] has shown that this diagonal framework is indeed better in many (even non separable) cases, and we point out that all methods discussed in section 2 have anyway straightforward extensions in the framework of complete covariance matrix or covariance matrix by block. We first confirm results from [4] (superiority of mutative self-adaptation over cumulative step-size adaptation for λ large), in section 3.1; we then validate the statistical step-size adaptation rule in section 3.2. Table 1 presents the objective functions considered in this paper.
Validating SA for λ large
We here confirm results in [4] , namely the moderate efficiency of CSA for λ large (at least under the various parameterizations we tested). Following [4] , Figure 1 presents the numbers of iterations before a fixed halting criterion (f stop = 10 −10 ).
Validating the statistical step-size adaptation
We now present the main result of this paper, i.e. the efficiency of the statistical step-size adaptation rule. Results are presented in Fig. 2, 3 , 4 for µ = λ/2, Name Objective function Table 1 . Objective functions considered in this paper. Performance of CSA and SA on the sphere function (number of iterations before f (x) < 10 −10 ) depending on the dimensionality. We confirm here the superiority of SA on cumulative step-size adaptation, at least for our version of SA and CSA. In these experiments, µ = 1 4 λ. µ = λ/4, µ = 1 respectively. Presented curves are N × log(||x − x * ||)/n as a function of λ, where: N is the dimensionality; x is the best point in the last λ offspring; x * is the optimum (x * = 0 for our test functions); n is the number of iterations before the halting criterion is met. Each run is performed until f (x) < 10e −50 . For the sake of statistical significance each point is the average of 300 independent runs.
Anisotropic case
The SSA algorithm can be adapted to the anisotropic case. We here consider the separable version, i.e. a diagonal covariance matrix for the Gaussian; this form of covariance matrix is intermediate between the full matrix and the matrix proportional to identity. It has been pointed out in [17] version is in many cases faster than the complete covariance matrix. We have in this case to determine one step-size per axis; see Algorithm 4. Figure 5 presents the results of Algorithm 4. We can see that: (i) On the Schwefel function, the results are the same as in the case of the sphere function. The isotropic algorithms have, in this framework (non presented results), a result close to 0 (i.e. much worse). Therefore, the anisotropic step-size adaptation works for this moderately ill-conditioned function. (ii) On the Cigar function, the results are not exactly those of the sphere function, but almost; even on this much more ill-conditioned function, the anisotropic SSA works.
Discussion
First, we confirm the superiority of mutative self-adaptation over cumulative step-length adaptation, as already shown in [4] , in the case of λ large. However, possibly, tuning CSA might lead to improved results for high values of λ; this point, beyond the scope of this paper, is not further analyzed here. Second, we experiment a simple statistical adaptation rule adapted from EMNA. This rule for step-size adaptation is (i) very simple (the most simple of all rules in section 2) (ii) fully portable to the full-covariance case (as well as the SA approach used in [4] for covariance matrix adaptation) (iii) computationally cheap (iv) highly intuitive (v) parameter-free (except K if we include the rule against premature convergence, which is only required if choosing σ sufficiently large is hard) (vi) efficient whenever λ is not known in advance as λ has no impact on the adaptation (important for fault-tolerance). It provides a speed-up of 100% (over mutative self-adaptation, which is already much better than CSA) on the sphere function for N = 3, decreasing to 33% for N = 10 and 25% for N = 100 (in the case λ = 150). The usual adaptation-rules use a combination of an old covariance matrix and a new estimate based on the current population -essentially, in SSA, we only keep the second term as λ large simplifies the problem. We point out that we only experimented the Gaussian case so that we can compare our results to standard rules, but our algorithm has the advantage that it can be adapted to all distributions for which the parameters can be estimated from a sample. Sums of Gaussians are a natural candidate for further work. Third, we show that the anisotropic version works in the sense that the convergence rate on the sphere was recovered with the Schwefel and the Cigar function.
Some by-products of our results are now pointed out, as a comparison with theoretical results in [21] : (i) The higher the dimensionality, the better the speedup for (µ/µ, λ)-algorithms; [3] has shown the linear speed-up as a function of λ as long as λ << N , and [21] has precised formally that the speed-up is linear until λ of the same order as the dimension. Roughly, a number of processors linear as a function of the dimension is efficient. This is visible on our experimental results.
(ii) Also, (1, λ) algorithms (case µ = 1) have a less-than-linear (logarithmic) speed-up as a function of λ. This is visible in our experimental results. This is also consistent with [3] and [21] . (iii) We have proposed a very simple rule and got state-of-the-art results. This suggests that there is much to win by a refined work on the important case of λ large. 
